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Your energy manifests your reality. When you give something energy, it
accumulates. What you think about, talk about and focus on, is what the Universe
gives you more of. That’s why they say “You are what you think.”
For example, when you are always thinking about how you want a new car, you
are focusing on the absence or lack of that new car in your life. But when you turn
that around and start thinking about how your car is on it’s way to you right now,
you are open to receiving and are sending focused energy that will pull that car to
you.
So, how do we do this? How do we start to pull our desires to us instead of
unintentionally blocking them or pushing them farther away? And, by the way,
what the heck does this all have to do with motivation?
Well, when your dreams or goal seem like miles away, how motivated are you to
go after them? If they are going to take years to accomplish or it’s going to be an
uphill battle to actualize them, it’s hard to even get started.
It’s easier to just give them up and set your sights on something easier to get. But
you don’t have to do that! You can manifest your dreams so that they happen
faster and easier than you ever thought possible!
The activities in this report are techniques used in the law of attraction. Just the
action of doing them will keep your spirits high so you keep on keepin’ on. And
with consistent practice, you can apply the same skills and techniques towards
anything you desire.

Techniques for Manifesting your Dreams
Affirmations
You’ve probably heard of affirmations, and you may even have given them a try.
There are a few important points to keep in mind to make these effective tools in
your manifestation arsenal.
● Say them regularly over a period of time until you no longer need them
(because you’ve already manifested that awesome dream.)
● Keep them in the present tense - remember you want to focus on having
not wanting, so you need to state them in the present tense - like they have
already happened.
● State them positively. Again, your focus is on having not wanting, so you
want to state what you want, not what you don’t want.
● Keep them short and sweet - so they are easy to remember and repeat.
● Include a time that you want it if it is logical.
Here are a couple of examples:
I am a smart, successful employee who easily and effortlessly gets a promotion
within 4 months.
My soul mate is on his way to me and arrives before the end of the year.

Visualization
This is fun to do and it doesn’t take very long. But it’s super effective!
Visualize yourself doing exactly what you want. See yourself carefree and happy
driving that exact new car you want down an open road. See it in detail - what
color is it? What’s the weather like? How do you feel?
The aim of this exercise is to feel how you will feel when you really are driving
your new car. When we feel like we already have what it is we are working
towards, we summon it to us even faster. We attracted it to us easier and faster
than if we didn’t spend time imagining what it will be like.
The reason this works so incredibly well is because our brains can’t tell the
difference between what we are seeing with our eyes and the movie we play in
our mind’s eye. No, really! It’s a scientific fact. So, conjuring up those feelings and
images makes your mind believe it is really already your reality.
So, give yourself permission to visualize every day. Imagine it as a mini mental
vacation. You only need to actively visualize for as little as 20 seconds at a time.
Do this several times a day for maximum benefits. And make sure to do it
consistently. Build it into your day. You can do it while riding the train to work, at
your desk, while waiting in a line, right before you fall asleep at night. Almost any
time is the perfect time to do this.
Oh, and don’t worry if what you visualize isn’t exactly the same every time. Just
go with what your mind brings up and enjoy the sensation!

Dream boards
A dream board is a space where you put pictures and statements, quotations and
images that remind you of the goal you are manifesting.
They inspire a burst of positive energy towards your dream whenever you look at
them. They can be big or small. In fact, you may want to create several of them
and put them in places where you will see them every day.
Making a dream board can be done in many different ways. You can kick it old
school and cut out pictures and words from magazines or draw and write out
statements in fun colors and then glue them to a poster board.
You can also make a collage online using one of a number of free tools and then
print that out to hang up. You can also make it your desktop background so that
you see it several times a day.
Some people like to make dream boards on Pinterest. You do it just by creating a
board on there and then gathering up pictures and articles from around the web
that inspire you and make you feel what it will be like when you have your goal.
The great thing about creating one this way is that you can continue to interact
with it, adding more and more pins to that board as you continue to manifest.
You can use a bulletin board and pin up images and statement in it too. There’s
really no way to do it wrong. Your aim is just to create something meaningful to
you that evokes a positive emotion when you see it. Once you have created one
or more of them, find places to put them up. One creative way to use them is to
put them where you least expect them, like on the back of your bathroom door or
on the ceiling above your bed.

Positive anchors
Positive anchors are similar to dream boards in that they are reminders of what
you dream and how you are already manifesting it, so it’s on its way to you.
Anchors can be anything that reminds you of your dream.
They are often tangible things that you use, for example, a mug that says “Boss”
on it that you drink your coffee out of. This could keep your dream of being your
own boss in your mind, in a positive way, every time you drink out of it.
Anchors that connect you to the feeling of having your dream already are
powerful. You can use your five senses too. Maybe you want to live on the beach
and be a surfing instructor, so you burn a candle that reminds you of the way the
beach smells on the perfect surf day.
If you want to manifest more money in your life, you might find ways to “anchor”
this in your daily routine by eating a square of expensive chocolate each day or
wearing fancy, expensive underwear.
Your anchors could include popups on your phone or computer reminding you of
your dream, like, “I’m now my own boss!” for example. It might be a picture of
you and your significant other while you were on an exotic trip that you want to
duplicate.
Here are some other examples of anchors you might try:
● Keep a coin from a foreign country in your pocket if you want to travel
around the world. Every time you stick your hand in your pocket, you will
remember your dream and feel good.
● If you are manifesting your soulmate, listen to music that reminds you of a
time when you felt loved and desired.

● Put a picture of a hundred-dollar bill in your wallet if you want to attract
more money in your life. Every time you see it, you will engage with that
manifestation energy to bring it to you.
● If you want to go live in a foreign country where it’s cheap to live on the
savings you’ve built up, start listening to those language tapes. Start
learning the language. Then when the time is right, you’ll be all set to go!
All of these anchors tell the Universe that you are totally receptive to what is
coming your way and that you trust that It is working behind the scenes to make
it happen for you!

Want to dig deeper?

We called this free download Manifesting Motivation, because we wanted to
provided an outline of what can be achieved by a few very simple steps and
changes.
But it’s so much bigger than this!
In our online course Instant Motivation: how to use the on switch, we describe a
full 43 proven techniques that can be used in isolation, or more likely, grouped
according to preference in order to meet your specific needs. This is about
connecting with instant techniques that you can use right now!
Here’s the link for more information:
https://www.positivityguides.net/instant-motivation-how-to-use-the-on-switch/

